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Victor Securities is a broker dealer providing solutions for hedge funds, trading groups,
active traders, RIAs, SMAs and broker dealers. We offer industry leading platforms, choice
of custodian / clearing firms, FIX and DMA connectivity.
Through dedicated customer service and advanced technologies, we allow our customers to
focus on their core goals: generating profit and managing risk. We offer industry leading
equity, option, futures and fx trading platforms, tailored specifically to each client’s
requirements, supported by superior risk management tools with real time monitoring of
trading and risk.
Victor understands the importance of a Stock Loan Desk in today's markets. We foster
clearing and stock loan relationships ensuring our clients have access to superior locates on
hard-to-borrow securities and closed end funds.
Our team specializes in Portfolio Margin, available through all of our clearing relationships.
Portfolio Margin provides risk and leverage correlation similar to that which is applied to
broker dealers. This enables our institutional clients to actively trade and allocate funds to
strategies without the cost, time and regulatory requirements mandated by regulators for
broker dealers.
Victor also specializes in meeting the unique demands of our clients. We often focus on
start-up funds & proprietary trading groups. Victor is unsurpassed in its attention to
client's needs regardless of their current size and scope. We want to grow with our clients
and foster long term relationships.
In summary, when you Prime with Victor, you partner with success. You are not just
another client; you are an important part of our future.
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